Identification of multiple nuclear export sequences in Fanconi anemia group A protein that contribute to CRM1-dependent nuclear export.
The Fanconi anemia (FA) pathway plays an important role in maintaining genomic stability, and defects in this pathway cause cancer susceptibility. The FA proteins have been found to function primarily in a nuclear complex, although a cytoplasmic localization and function for several FA proteins has also been reported. In this study, we investigated the possibility that FANCA, FANCC and FANCG are subjected to active export out of the nucleus. After treatment with leptomycin B, a specific inhibitor of CRM1-mediated nuclear export, the accumulation of epitope-tagged FANCA in the nucleus increased, whereas FANCC was affected to a lesser extent and FANCG showed no response. CRM1-mediated export of FANCA was further confirmed using CRM1 cotransfection, which led to a dramatic relocalization of FANCA to the cytoplasm. Five functional leucine-rich nuclear export sequences (NESs) distributed throughout the FANCA sequence were identified and characterized using an in vivo export assay. Simultaneous inactivation of three of these NESs resulted in a discrete but reproducible increase of FANCA nuclear accumulation. However, these NES mutations did not affect the ability of FANCA to complement the mitomycin C or cisplatin sensitivity of FA-A lymphoblasts. Surprisingly, mutations in the other two NESs resulted in an almost complete relocation of the protein to cytoplasm, suggesting that these motifs overlap with domains that are crucial for nuclear import. Taken together, these findings indicate that FANCA can be actively exported out of the nucleus by CRM1, revealing a new mechanism to regulate the function of the FA protein complex.